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The Italian 
dynamic ERP 
for packaging 
industry



Who is Dynapack suited to?
Dynapack aims at the packaging industry, 
from corrugated to folding carton 
companies, to meet the needs of an ever-
growing global market.

Dynamism
Automated procedures aimed to 
reduce the likelihood and potential 
impact of various errors and real-
time data updates.

Modularity
360 degrees management of every 
stage of the supply cycle thanks to 
add-on modules and other software 
compatibility.

The ERP which helps you  
simplify your business 
processes.

Support
You can count on the expertise and 
experience of our staff. 
Whatever your needs are, we will 
help you realise them.

The dynamic ERP for 
packaging manufacturers
Dynapack is an Italian software which allows 
corrugated, folding carton and bags companies 
to improve over time, providing them the 
essential monitoring tools for every different 
business area: from technical department, 
through sales and purchases ones, up to 
production scheduling and the optimization of 
shippings. 
 
A dynamic and user-friendly software, 
specifically designed to offer a smooth user 
experience even during long sessions, with a 
carefully designed UI.

What can you do  
with Dynapack?
Dynapack will easily guide your plant 
through every stage of the supply cycle. 
 
The software allows you to manage every 
information in a simple and intuitive way: 
from the product technical definition, to 
the warehouse management, up to tailor-
made reporting to track and improve your 
work.



Order management
This flow includes the steps after the approval of 
the finished good project.
 
Dynapack is able to manage:
• linked production and sales orders
• warehouse restock production orders
• available material sales orders

Every stage of the supply cycle is linked to the order, 
allowing you to know his progress at any given time.

Cost results
It makes it possible to check whether the 
estimates of cost/marginality have been met. 
Knowing which goods are most profitable for the 
company gives sales agents more autonomy in 
choosing what to propose to their customers.

Main 
functionalities

Technical Data Definition
You can define all the technical specifications: 
from raw material details and production cycle, to 
finished good characteristics.

You can study, develop and offer various 
solutions meeting customers’ needs and then 
check their requirements and their validity. 
Once approved, the project can be industrialized 
and produced.

Warehouses
Dynapack can combine order tracking and 
inventory management but it can also deal with 
every kind of item within the company such as 
inks, pallets, packaging materials and machines’ 
spare parts.

Estimates and quotes
Dynapack can monitor every estimate and block 
the ones not meeting the minimum margins 
defined for your company or for a single user.

Quotes management helps you to keep 
track of the rejected and accepted one. 
With user profiling you can allow each sales agent 
to only manage their own customers and quote.



Reports
Dynapack’s database is optimized for building 
customized reports using state of the art 
development tools.

Each plant can gain real-time visibility into their 
critical processes through tailor-made reports 
with accurate and up-to-date information.

Purchases management
The purchasing department is seen as a crucial 
part of the supply cycle.

The purchase requests generated by any 
department can be validated through defined 
rules and budget limits.

Logistics & Transports
Dynapack is able to manage internal warehouses, 
dividing them into different locations such as 
finished goods, raw materials or tools ones, as 
well as external warehouses owned by third 
parties (logistics companies / customers).

Every shipment to customers, external 
warehouses or subcontractors is tracked by the 
cost control system with which results you can 
validate your transport providers’ invoices: no 
more surprises on every cost involved.

Raw materials
Raw materials’ purchasing can be 
triggered by registered orders, providing 
the purchasing department a useful 
help on quantities and lead times. 
Alternatively, Dynapack can follow 
different warehouse restock logics. 
Purchase catalogs can be linked to a single 
product or to a particular subcontractor’s service. 
Every one of them is agreed through a time validity 
and quantities brackets.

Dynaconnect
Dynapack connectors allow for communication 
and connection between the ERP system and 
other third-party systems (such as production 
scheduling, quality and accounting management 
systems).

Automatic purchase orders transmission, external 
warehouses stocks’ management, real time 
delivery notes tracking are just several of the 
numerous examples of fields of application.

Main 
functionalities



Add-on 
modules
Add-on specific modules, optimize 
production process management and 
customize your business experience 
to leverage the potential of Dynapack!

Assembly Centers
Seamlessly link your plant and the subcontractor’s 
one to capture and manage services costs and 
inventories: all of that thanks to an automatic 
synchronization of products, orders and delivery 
notes.

Product’s tracking is crucial since the packaging is 
usually destined for food use and often subject to 
environmental certification.

Business Intelligence
Dynapack allows the integration of a set of models 
developed with Power BI.

This solution transforms raw data into usable 
information, making decision-making faster.

WMS – Finished Goods
Our WMS (Warehouse Management System) is 
a powerful tool that can help you maximise your 
warehouse efficiency thanks to real time visibility 
of loading lists and up to date locations status, 
allowing workers to cooperate by dividing tasks 
and optimizing loading times.

The automatic delivery notes generations ensure 
an error-free issuance.

WMS – Raw materials
This module inherits “WMS - Finished Good” benefits 
and projects them on every loading unit handled 
item, with a particular focus on raw material.

The picking of those items can be activated by 
machines scheduling and their supply list.

Dynapack App
An efficient and effective commercial action, in a 
perfect “Dynapack style”: quotes generation, order 
requests, up to date stocks data and customer’s 
payments status.

Instant support for your customers: access to their 
latest orders and invoices, projects overview and 
the possibility to submit in-app order requests.



Streamline your business management with Dynapack
Contact us for further information on our ERP
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Efficiency
A software able to 

enhance  and simplify 
the user’s work, 

all of that by remaining fast.

Completeness
A software 

that can perform 
any expected action.

Security
A stable software that can deal 

with any unexpected 
hardware issues.

Compatibility
A software that interacts with the 

operating system and can be installed 
and run even on low-performance 

hardware.

Usability
A simple and intuitive 
solution which enable 
users to truly benefit.

Satisfaction
A user-friendly ERP, 

designed to offer a smooth user 
experience even during long sessions, 

with a carefully designed UI.

Benefits
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